Getting Back to Europe: Strategic Lift Needed Now More than Ever
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Peace, it would seem, is breaking out all over, and especially in Europe, where the breathtaking pace of change seems to outstrip one’s ability to absorb its meaning. The Warsaw Pact has fallen apart, the Soviet Union has turned its security attention inward, and even in a climate of high uncertainty, serious efforts at reducing East-West tension are under way.

Significant changes are clearly taking place in East-West relations, but one cannot be sure that the inviting path beyond the Cold War will not be dotted with pitfalls. After four decades, the post-World War II political status quo in Europe is unraveling in unpredictable ways, creating both new opportunities and new dangers for the United States and the USSR. Political unrest in Eastern Europe has become political upheaval, and unrest within the Soviet Union itself may grow to a point the Soviets find intolerable. The emerging reality of German reunification also generates new uncertainties, particularly in the USSR, where there is enormous apprehension concerning a reunited Germany’s relation to NATO. Perhaps most important, the changes that now-President Gorbachev seems willing to accept may well be less acceptable to a successor, and the security of Europe may be a lot to rest on the shoulders of one leader in a nation where leadership change has to date been unpredictable.

Despite such uncertainties, the pressures for extensive force reductions, driven by both arms control and fiscal incentives, are as high as they have been in 40 years or more. The United States is seriously considering substantial military cutbacks, including the elimination of two carrier battle groups, two Army divisions, and the proposed deactivation of more than 50 military bases. Prospective reductions in US forces in Europe begin with the
withdrawal of 30,000 US troops under consideration at the ongoing Conventional Forces in Europe talks. The most recent proposal— as carried in President Bush’s State of the Union address— calls for a ceiling of 195,000 US troops in Europe, down from the present 323,000. Such reductions may occur as much for fiscal reasons as for strategic ones, as the Defense Department will doubtless find it difficult to justify the size of the present force in Europe in the face of domestic economic needs and the apparent crumbling of the Soviet empire. In fact, the Army is now discussing plans for a cheaper, more mobile force suitable for counterterrorism, drug interdiction, and regional instability operations. 

Even before these stunning changes, reinforcement capability for conventional forces in Europe was woefully inadequate. But if the reductions come off as planned, that condition will deteriorate further. If the patient is ill now, he may soon be in critical condition. Regrettably, American force planning may have to repeat unlearned lessons from previous instances of European wartime supply. In World War I the United States was able to ship only 65 percent of required military supplies even in the last month of the war, and during World War II several major operations in the European and North African theaters had to be postponed because of lift shortages. Such failings could happen again, especially if similar assumptions are made about the reduced danger of war.

**Military Objectives for NATO**

For most of NATO’s 40-year existence, the alliance’s members relied on the threat of escalation to a nuclear response if a Soviet conventional attack could not be stopped quickly by conventional forces, because NATO nations as a whole were unwilling to take on the economic burden of matching Warsaw Pact conventional force levels. Consequently NATO conventional force planning has emphasized wars expected to last no longer than 30 days. Now, there is nothing magic about 30 days, of course, and the figure thus bears a sense of unreality about it. On the other hand, planners have had to plan for some duration, and preparing for 30 days of combat probably represents the limit to which NATO members have been willing to fund the necessary conventional forces and war supplies. But is such planning still realistic today?
and for the next decade, particularly in the aftermath of the INF treaty, which removed the weapons most symbolically linked to nuclear escalation threats? More important, does American force planning for NATO conventional emergencies allow for the reality of increased lift requirements? Retaining a smaller force of American troops in Europe will mean that we will need considerably more lift capacity to get a greater number of American forces back to Europe if war breaks out.

NATO planners have their work cut out for them if the conventional deterrent is to remain robust. Specifically, NATO needs to improve the capacity to stem a Soviet conventional push into Western Europe quickly, before it reaches, say, 100 kilometers. Second, after attacking and defeating Soviet second-echelon forces, the Soviet thrust must be turned back or defeated or weakened to the point where the Soviets become willing to seek a negotiated termination of the conflict. Such a feat will be difficult, especially in the face of US troop reductions, unless adequate prewar supply and trans-Atlantic lift is available.

Prospects for Trans-Atlantic Wartime Sustainability

US supply and transportation problems for a conventional conflict in Europe can be divided into at least three categories: prewar supply, trans-Atlantic transportation, and theater mobility. The first two concern us here.

Prewar Supply. As World War II-era supply ships rusted into oblivion in the 1970s, trans-Atlantic military resupply capacity was reduced, and consequently more emphasis was placed on the stockpiling of supplies in Europe. In fact, as US troop strength in Germany was drawn down during the Vietnam War, it became clear that the United States lacked the capacity to rapidly move both men and equipment back to Europe, and so equipment was left on the Continent, stored in ways that would provide for unit needs. This concept became known as POMCUS (Pre-positioning of Materiel Configured to Unit Sets), and today it forms the basis for rapid reinforcement efforts.

POMCUS levels, though, have lagged behind anticipated needs, particularly if the “ten divisions in ten days” goal is a planning benchmark. According to a senior staff member of the US European Command, POMCUS levels may be expanded to meet requirements for six additional divisions and 60 fighter squadrons beyond those currently deployed in Europe “presumably before 1997.” It is difficult to determine whether POMCUS stocks can be built to reach these levels. On the one hand, between 1981 and 1986, POMCUS levels were increased by more than 70 percent, though the level of increase varied. For example, aircraft repair parts increased by 83 percent, but ammunition stocks by only 20 percent. It is difficult to be optimistic about further POMCUS increases in the coming years of defense cutbacks—especially given the recent reports that some defense items have been over-stockpiled.
POMCUS dependence is limited not only by shortages, but also by the vulnerability of the sites themselves to attacks in the early stages of conflict, perhaps even before conflict begins. The range of the Soviet SS-21 missile armed with conventional warheads covers most POMCUS sites in the Federal Republic of Germany, with 770 of these missiles potentially available. Spetsnaz units may also seize, damage, or destroy some POMCUS capacity in the first days of the war.

Beyond POMCUS lies a more general problem with shortages of materiel and equipment, which again are likely to become more serious as defense budgets are cut in coming years. Ammunition is a case in point—it is, for the most part, expensive to buy in large quantities, particularly in the era of smart weapons. Moreover, projected American defense budget trends suggest that the FY 88 reductions in the ammunition accounts, along with other sustainability programs, will continue. The Air Force’s tactical missile and ammunition budget was reduced in FY 88 by 24 percent over its 1987 request, and the Army’s account in this category was reduced by 11.2 percent. Fiscal 1990-91 budgets indicate even more serious shortages, as cancellations or deferrals have been announced for a number of ammunition programs. And the capacity to surge to wartime ammunition levels will be hampered as ammunition plants are shut down or put in layaway status, with a loss of more than 7000 trained workers in the next three or four years. Should war break out in Europe and ammunition usage rates there approach those of Vietnam, shortages could develop quickly for American forces.

Repair parts accounts for all three services also have been reduced, though the Air Force has been hardest hit at 33.5 percent. Helicopter spares were reduced by almost half in FY 88 from the original Objectives Memorandum for that year. This latter area is especially important for wartime planning, as just one case indicates: the Army purchases enough helicopter repair parts to sustain about 75 percent of peacetime flying rates of 14 to 20 hours a month. Combat rates for helicopters, though, are calculated to be a minimum of 76 hours a month. At a time when Army doctrine stresses mobility, one can only hope that the budget for leather boots has not been cut too severely, because more soldiers may be marching and fewer helicopters will be flying troops into battle.

Trans-Atlantic Surface Transport. The past several decades have witnessed a chronic decline in military transportation, particularly in the maritime dimension. During these years US shipbuilding capacity has declined considerably, and as World War II-era ships have been retired they have not been replaced. The most noteworthy loss has been in troop transports, as evidenced by the fact that up through the late 1960s the Military Sea Transportation Service (the predecessor of the Military Sealift Command) operated at least twelve P-2 and C-4 transports, most with a capacity to carry
over 3000 troops. Today none are operating and most have either been scrapped or are in storage in such dilapidated condition that only a heroic effort could make them serviceable again.

In the late 1960s, Congress refused to fund replacement programs, including the Fast Deployment Logistics Ship, out of fear that such capacity would be used by future Presidents to make Vietnam-like interventions easier. More recently the Navy has attempted to reduce sealift shortfalls by designating commercial container ships as a part of the Ready Reserve Force, with some success. Sealift reserve increased from 26 to 151 ships between 1980 and 1988, and the Navy projects that combined sealift will be able to carry around 85 percent of the one million ton goal of unit equipment on a single voyage. Today, though, the Navy can accomplish only 60 percent of that objective, though the goal at the end of the 1983 Five Year Defense Plan was 90 percent. Other serious shortfalls remain. The President’s Commission on the Merchant Marine and Defense reported that despite an investment of $7 billion since 1980, the shortage of sealift has worsened, with 42 ships fewer than required now, and a 200-ship shortage expected by the year 2000. Forty years ago the United States operated 5000 ships in the Merchant Marine, but today the number is less than 500, of which 20 percent are inactive, leaving a shortfall in dry cargo lift of around 100,000 short tons of cargo. In addition, 20 to 30 new tankers will be required to transport fuels to Europe. Amphibious lift, critical for the Northern Flank of NATO in particular, is also short—in 1987, total capacity stood at 87 percent of troop lift, 78 percent of vehicle lift, 69 percent of dry cargo lift, and 66 percent of helicopter lift. Prospects for improvement remain slim. The consequences are simple—the “ten divisions in ten days” goal cannot now be met; as General Bernard Rogers has asserted, it will take 30 days at best to get ten additional divisions across the Atlantic. But General Rogers, of course, made his comments before the reductions in US forces in Europe were proposed—now ten divisions could become 15 divisions by the mid-1990s, and 30 days could stretch to 60 days, or longer.

Things seem likely to get much worse when other problems facing maritime military lift are considered. One is the competing uses for ships designated for logistics purposes, since some ships of the Combat Logistics Force can be used either to supply NATO forces ashore in Europe or to provision US and allied naval vessels in combat or on patrol at sea. Should combat ships be used extensively in the Atlantic, and it is reasonable to expect that they will be, then lift capacity to NATO will be sacrificed. While the Combat Logistics Force is specifically designated for combat support at sea, it still represents an asset that could otherwise support land forces in Europe, and it might even draw from ships slated for trans-Atlantic military supply since the Navy suffers a shortfall of some 34 ships in the best-case scenario.
A second factor is the continuing reduction of the US flag commercial fleet, which is expected to decline from 536 ships to less than 350 toward the next century. Indeed, by 2000 there may be as few as 220 ships, as no merchant ships have been built in US yards since 1985 and none are presently under construction. And, of the 536 merchant vessels now in service, many are container ships which pose particular problems for military lift purposes. Container ships make up about 79 percent of total dry cargo vessels, but because much military cargo is too large for containers and their offloading equipment, only 21 percent of such cargo can now be moved by container ships. Moreover, many ports in both North America and Europe are limited in terms of container offloading capacity, and serious bottlenecks will likely develop at both ends of the routes as ships wait for available offloading facilities. Maritime personnel strength also has declined, with a present shortfall of around 6200 even for peacetime requirements. This is a very small base from which to build an expanded work force for wartime needs, particularly on a long-term basis. In a mobilization crisis, inexperienced crews would be inevitable, and they would pose serious operating problems in the first and most critical months of a conventional war in Europe. Replacing ships lost in combat is another limiting factor on long-term logistics support through sealift.

The scope of the problem is not easy to determine, since different studies have reached different conclusions. One study concluded that “foreseeable initial mobilization requirements could be met despite the declining industrial base.” The report goes on, however, to note that the most efficient way to build new tankers and dry cargo vessels would be to rely on “highly specialized yards using the latest technology . . . and . . . there are no such private yards building commercial ships at present.” In fact there are fewer yards in general. Twenty-one yards in the United States have closed just since a 1982 survey of yard capacity was done, and five more have lost certification due to inadequate facilities. Thus it is not surprising that the National Defense Shipyard Study was pessimistic in its estimates of yard capacity, projecting work force shortages in 39 percent of existing yards, including seven private and three Navy yards on the East Coast. For logistics purposes, the shortfall may be even more critical, since repair and replacement of battle-damaged combat ships may take priority over supply ships.

Several improvements are either under way or being contemplated which may help address these problems—one being the acquisition finally of eight new Fast Sealift Ships which have been on hold since 1980 (the residue of the programs mentioned above that were killed by Congress). These ships are capable of 30 knots and feature roll-on/roll-off cargo loading and discharge. There are also proposals for a surface effects ship that would reportedly be capable of speeds sufficient to reduce the transit time from the United States to Europe from the present 10 to 19 days to around three days. Fuel
offloading capacity has also been improved through the Offshore Petroleum Discharge System, which will allow tankers to offload from up to four miles offshore, thus alleviating port congestion. Development of a causeway system also should make it easier to offload containerized cargo. Finally, 13 Maritime Prepositioned Ships are in operation in three squadrons of the Military Sealift Command, one of which is stationed in the North Atlantic and carries enough equipment and supplies to support a Marine Expeditionary Brigade for 30 days in the Northern Flank. These vessels, coupled with eight Military Sealift Command vehicle cargo ships acquired from Sea-Land Services, do modernize the sealift capacity of the United States somewhat, though much more needs to be done. And it should be remembered that these improvements were funded largely during the first Reagan term, a period of defense spending not to be seen soon again.

Trans-Atlantic Airlift Capacity

Transport aircraft also are in short supply despite efforts to add capacity during the Reagan Administration. At present, 1094 aircraft are assigned to the Military Airlift Command, but 746 of these are turboprop C-130s with limited range and cargo capacity. The burden of ferrying military cargo and troops across the Atlantic will fall to 89 C-5s and 250 C-141s, together capable of moving 42 million ton-miles daily (MTM/D), which is only 64 percent of the 66 MTM/D requirement. Indeed the requirement of 66 MTM/D may represent what was politically possible in 1983 when it was set—the real combat requirement could be as high as 100 to 125.

In the face of the airlift shortfall the Air Force has ordered the new C-17, but this craft faces an uncertain future. The first C-17 is expected to be delivered in July 1990, and if the full order of 210 is filled, the C-17 will be able to absorb 20 MTM/D, or 46 percent of the airlift goal. Moreover, the plane allows shorter runways, and thus more airfields would become available (132 fields for the C-17 versus 47 for the C-141 and C-5 in West Germany). The C-17, however, often appears on the short list of new military projects that could be sacrificed in the name of federal budget deficit reduction, and the prospect of reaching the full 210 originally planned is dubious over the next decade. In fact, the FY 91 budget amount for the C-17 has already been reduced by Congress by more than $400 million. And even if the plane is built in the requested numbers, there may not be enough pilots to fly them—pilot shortages are becoming critical. In 1988, 114 of the Military Airlift Command's C-141 pilots left the service, and the retention rate overall for the command dropped from 79 percent in 1983 to 34 percent in 1988.

There is, of course, a contingency plan to use commercial aircraft under the Civil Reserve Air Fleet, now at 387 aircraft. Most of these aircraft are passenger planes, which could augment troop lift but could not be of much
The C-17, here shown in an artist's conception, could operate from shorter runways. If the full order of 210 is built, it would meet 46 percent of the airlift goal.

assistance in cargo lift, particularly for the outsized items that are likely to have high replacement requirements. Moreover, the airlines flying these planes have modified very few of them with the necessary communications, deck, and door changes. In addition, this contingency plan to activate the Civil Reserve Air Fleet has never been fully tested, and it is quite likely that confusion and congestion would be the primary results if suddenly large numbers of civilian planes flown by civilian pilots converged at a few military airfields in the United States to fly troops to Europe, where they would face the prospect of being shot out of the sky. Finally, landing space would be at a premium, and most commercial planes are not designed for the unprepared surfaces that the C-17 can land on.

Both airlift and sealift face an additional problem—the forces they are to move have gotten larger and heavier since lift requirements were last set in 1980. As Benjamin Schemmer of Armed Forces Journal International reports:

Army mechanized divisions are 40-percent heavier—the 101st Air Assault Division 90-percent bigger, the 82d Airborne 29-percent heavier than in 1980. Even the light divisions now require about five percent more than the Army envisioned in 1985. The Army now wants to convert the 9th Motorized Infantry Division into a mechanized division: that would increase its lift requirements by 66 percent, from 730 C-17 sorties to 1,209.
Do Changes in Conventional Doctrine Require Changes in Logistics?

US Army doctrine for NATO has put more emphasis in recent years on mobility and quick-strike operations, and these changes may complicate resupply problems. Depots for POMCUS, for example, may have to be made smaller and more decentralized to shorten potential supply lines to forces on the move. More trucks, barges, and small transport aircraft will be needed, and in the latter category US capabilities are actually declining, one of the few areas to do so during the Reagan Administration. Fuel requirements in particular will increase dramatically if regular divisions are used in more mobile roles, and fuel is even more difficult to move on the battlefield than is ammunition.

Light divisions may reduce resupply problems because they require lower levels of supply, but not necessarily by much. Light infantry divisions are expected to operate for 48 hours without resupply in low-intensity situations where regular infantry divisions can hold for 72 hours. Thus, while light divisions may consume less, they would also require supply lines to be reestablished in less time.

Finally, if NATO doctrine is aimed at expanding conventional deterrence in the wake of the INF treaty, conventional forces face the real probability of having to remain in combat longer than has been anticipated in the past. No longer can deterrence depend so heavily on the threat of nuclear escalation in a matter of a few days. NATO must now be prepared to defeat an enemy whose logistical lines run over much shorter routes and are far less complicated.

Conclusions

Can the United States provide trans-Atlantic supply for NATO? To answer that question, a number of factors must be weighed carefully in consideration of both requirements and risks. Despite the dramatically favorable march of events, the volatile nature of European politics and East-West relations will always threaten the peaceful status of the European political landscape. War remains a possibility, even if the risks of it breaking out may now be lower than at any time since the start of the Cold War. It is also possible that such a war could become protracted, given the reduced likelihood of either side playing its nuclear card. Should a war start, remain conventional, and last more than a month or so, it is unlikely that the United States could move the resources needed to fight such a war effectively.

NATO must be prepared to survive a Soviet breakthrough, and to challenge the Soviets by outlasting them on the field of battle. To do that, US forces, as a part of NATO, must be able to supply troops and materiel swiftly and to sustain those resources for much longer than 30 days. Unfortunately, it appears that the United States has insufficient stores and lift capacity to fulfill this vital role, particularly in view of the impending removal of substantial US forces from
Europe. In years past, the United States has relied on sufficient wartime delays to permit emergency buildups to compensate for a lack of prewar preparation. Given the current deficiencies in both supply and lift, however, that extra time may no longer be available should war come once again to Europe.
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Crew requirements, though, are smaller; for example, the C-10 cargo ship requires a crew of 14, compared to crew requirements of 35 for a similar ship ten years ago.
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42. Soviet supply lines do not run over water, and do not pose the co-load/off-load requirements that supplies from the United States do. There are fewer bottlenecks facing the Soviets, since there are fewer transfer points for Soviet supplies and equipment. Soviet lines are vulnerable to deep-strike attacks from air, but are likely to be defended with a robust air defense system.
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